HQW TO CREATE A GOALKEEPER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WITHIN YOUR ORGANIZATION

Creating an infrastructure that can identify, educate, develop and produce outstanding goalkeepers and goalkeeper specialists.

HOW

By implementing a vertically integrated Goalkeeper System that will create various comprehensive educational and training programs for all levels.

MISSION

Create a Blue Print that provides a process for success for developing Outstanding Goalkeepers and Coaches at all Levels by developing a Tradition of Excellence with a holistic approach.

GOAL

By integrating and respecting individual differences and commonalities with the ultimate goal to unlock the magic and potential of every goalkeeper and coach.

CONVICTION

Is to foster human growth and goalkeeping development with synergy. With respect and positive energy to impact their future on and off the pitch. The joy of participation and learning produces success.

STRATEGY

- Youth Development
- Professional Development
- Goalkeeper Coaches Education
- The Process and the Solution
- Scouting Process
- Identify Scouting Network
- Personal Goalkeeper Evaluation
- Technical Evaluation
- Short – Medium and Long Term Objectives
Goalkeeper Materials

The Ball Stops Here!
Dan Gaspar
www.dangasparsoccer.com
www.stargoalkeeper.com
www.ctsoccerschool.com
Skype: dangaspar_sga
Instagram: dangasparsoccer
facebook: Dan Gaspar or SGA